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INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION

International T-BOW® Fitness Day
Saturday 10 October 2020 • ON LIVE Google Meet

European-Pacific Time • Zurich (UTC/GMT+2) 12.00 - 20.00
 South-North America Time • Montevideo (UTC/GMT-3) 7.00 -15.00
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PRESENTATION

The International T-BOW® Fitness Day is an on live event of 
practical classes with the T-BOW® in which people from all 
over the world can participate.

A day in which you can discover and experience the effectivity and 
differential training possibilities with the T-BOW®, guided by ten of 
the best international T-BOW® coaches.

The classes will be short lessons of 30’ or 45’ on various training 
topics, showing the special properties of T-BOW® and the differential 
exercises and structures of classes that have been tested that are 
effective for health and performance, providing an extraordinary 
enrichment of the holistic optimization of human movement.

Beginners can find an opportunity to start their practice, experiencing 
a selection of basic exercises on the T-BOW® with proper sequencing 
and indications led by knowledgeable coaches.

More confident teachers and practitioners can have the chance to 
review their training foundation on a wide variety of topics with the 
T-BOW®, optimize the awareness of differential movements and 
enrich the fitness training possibilities.

Gyms will have a great opportunity to offer a special education to 
his teachers and also to invite their clients to a new and challenging 
event.

This is a promotional event, therefore the prices are promotional 
and with the registration a special discount to acquire the T-BOW® 
is offered.
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CLASSES AND SCHEDULE
Time

UTC/GMT+2
Zurich

Time
UTC/GMT-3
Montevideo

Duration / Class / Teacher

12.00 - 12.25 7.00 - 7.25 (25’) Presentation / Best Uses of T-BOW® for Health and Fitness
by Sandra Bonacina - The T-BOW® Inventor (Switzerland)
Break

12.30 - 13.15 7.30 - 8.15 (45’) T-BOW® Functional Training with Disc and Own Body
by Salvatore Nocerino (Italy)
Break

13.30 - 14.00 8.30 - 9.00 (30’) T-BOW® Body Toning with T-Band
by Ivan Farré-Sánchez (Spain)
Break

14.15 - 14.45 9.15 - 9.45 (30’) T-BOW® Pilates
by Anca Serban (Romania)
Break

15.00 - 15.45 10.00 - 10.45 (45’) T-BOW® Total Fitness Workout
by Hugo Pérez-Vivas (Argentina)
Break

16.00 - 16.30 11.00 - 11.30
(30’) T-BOW® Athletic Conditioning with Weighted Bag, Ball 
and Kettlebell
by Marcelo Lasso (Uruguay)
Break

16.45 - 17.15 11.45 - 12.15 (30’) Natural Move on the T-BOW®
by Isabela Lacatus (Romania)
Break

17.30 - 18.15 12.30 - 13.15 (45’) T-BOW® Balance Pump with Dumbbells
by Madeleine Perk (Switzerland)
Break

18.30 - 19.00 13.30 - 14.00 (30’) Stretching and Dynamic Relaxation with T-BOW® 
by Brenda Fiori-Carloni (Argentina)
Break

19.15 - 20.00 14.15 - 15.00 (45’) Yoga T-BOW®
by F. Xavier García-Navarro (Spain)
Break

END
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CLASSES
(25’) PRESENTATION / BEST USES OF T-BOW® FOR HEALTH AND FITNESS
by Sandra Bonacina - The T-BOW® Inventor and International Master Trainer (Switzerland)

(45’) T-BOW® FUNCTIONAL TRAINING WITH DISC AND OWN BODY 
by Salvatore Nocerino (Italy)

Selected tips for the best uses of the multifunctionality of the 
T-BOW® that allows the design of differential exercises of balance, 
coordination, strength, flexibility and relaxation to optimize 
extraordinarily the training situations for health and fitness.

Functional training is a type of strength and endurance workout that 
involves the application of exercise patterns that improve muscle 
performance in movement both in everyday life and in competitive 
and non-competitive sports activities. A complete training lesson 
that will include equilibrium, responsiveness and power, efficiency 
and strengthening of muscle synergies with combinations of 
movements on planes and axes, with a special focus on unilateral 
loads with the disc on the unstable T-BOW® for achieving the 
highest levels of postural precision. A complex and motivating 
training lesson!

Equipment required for practice: 1 T-BOW® and 1 weight training 
disc (5 to 10 kg).
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(30’) T-BOW®  BODY TONING WITH T-BAND by Ivan Farré-Sánchez (Spain)

(30’) T-BOW® PILATES  by Anca Serban (Romania)

Strength, balance and dynamic coordination are combined with 
the help of the T-BOW® and the T-Bands. Great emphasis is placed 
on strengthening the trunk and back. This is particularly effective 
against functional back pain, strengthens depth stabilization 
and prevents prophylactic back problems by sitting too much in 
everyday life. Also, the balance situations are optimized playing with 
simultaneous and unilateral T-Band actions, and with the alternation 
of static and dynamic situation for a special demanding local and 
global body control.

In Pilates, specific exercises are done to strengthen the core 
muscles, in particular the deep, stabilizing postural muscles. 
Through the concentrated training that integrates the whole body, 
the nervous system is conditioned in such a way that coordination 
improves and we can move more efficiently with greater freedom. 
The curvature of the T-BOW® allows a greater range of motion in the 
trunk and its balance situation stimulates a very reactive and precise 
rebalancing actions, thus both factors optimize to the highest level 
the strengthening of core stabilizing postural muscles and the fine 
coordination of specific actions and integrating the whole body.

Equipment required for practice: 1 T-BOW®.

Equipment required for practice: 1 T-BOW® and 1 set of T-Bands or 
1 pair of elastic bands.
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(45’) T-BOW® TOTAL FITNESS WORKOUT by Hugo Pérez-Vivas (Argentina)

(30’) T-BOW® ATHLETIC CONDITIONING WITH WEIGHTED BAG, BALL AND KETTLEBELL
by Marcelo Lasso (Uruguay)

The T-BOW® Workout is a multifunctional training and therapy 
class. You can expect a holistic, particularly deeply stabilizing 
fitness training with music with balanced cardio - balance - strength 
and effectively helps with functional back pain and joint problems 
such as foot and knee instabilities. The main priority is to achieve a 
complete fitness workout.

A training with priority in fitness conditioning on the unstable and 
stable T-BOW®, integrating combinations of basic manifestations 
of strength (maximum, speed-power, and endurance) which are 
alternated with flexibility movements in balance situations. The 
curvature of the stable T-BOW® is used for explosive jumps and 
explosive throws on your knees or fixing your lumbar spine, and for 
elevated lunges with the weighted bag. The high reactivity of the 
unstable T-BOW® is used for explosive throws (optimizing a very 
fine control of quick strength and postural stability), for squats with 
the weighted bag (optimizing a very fine control of submaximal 
strength) and for arm-shoulder actions with the kettlebells or 
dumbbells (optimizing a very fine control of endurance strength). 

Equipment required for practice: 1 T-BOW® and 1 set of T-Bands or 
1 pair of elastic bands.

Equipment required for practice: 1 T-BOW®, 1 weighted bag or disc 
(10 to 20 kg), 1 medicine ball (3 to 10 kg), 2 kettlebells or dumbbells 
(2 to 5 kg), and a wall or partner to throw the medicine ball.
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(30’) NATURAL MOVE ON THE T-BOW®  by Isabela Lacatus (Romania)

(45’) T-BOW® BALANCE PUMP WITH DUMBBELLS by Madeleine Perk (Switzerland)

One special style, Natural move on T-BOW®, class focused on the 
native motion of the human body with different exercises build in 
sequences, on the music flow, creating a natural progression of the 
movement. T-BOW® brings more awareness of about balance and 
strength, bringing enthusiasm due to the soft unstable shape. Enjoy 
the class, feel the vibe and let you move free! 

A muscle pump with the multifunctional training and therapy 
T-BOW® and dumbbells. After a short warm-up with mobilization 
and stretch in, you can train vigorously with adjustable or several 
dumbbells on stable, unstable and moving T-BOW®. We pump the 
muscles, we demand and promote a lot of balance and stabilization 
with unilateral and simultaneous loads for the strongest back and 
total body fitness. This is a top class in the ASVZ Academic Sports 
Association Zurich!

Equipment required for practice: 1 T-BOW®.

Equipment required for practice: 1 T-BOW® and 2-3 pairs of dumb-
bells (2 to 10 kg).
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(30’) STRETCHING AND DYNAMIC RELAXATION WITH T-BOW® 
by Brenda Fiori-Carloni (Argentina)

(45’) YOGA T-BOW® by F. Xavier García-Navarro (Spain) - The creator of Yoga T-BOW®

A wonderful stretch and relax class to ease tensions and stress. 
Combinations of static and dynamic stretching are performed 
using the arch of the stable T-BOW® and the balance situations of 
the unstable T-BOW®. The arch allows a very localized stretch of 
different parts of the spine, as well as special positioning of your 
hip, feet and knees. The unstable T-BOW® brings your stretches 
to high levels of reactivity and quick rebalancing, thus, increasing 
awareness of body control of posture and movement. Also, the 
synchronized respiration with such static and dynamic stretching 
will optimize your relaxation, and relieve pain or tension in your joins 
and muscles, providing an amazing well-being.

The philosophy of development of Yoga with T-BOW® is to provide 
a selection of differential resources of the T-BOW® to facilitate, 
enrich and extend postures and postural sequences of Yoga from 
a holistic perspective of optimization of the person that allows a 
personalized postural education. Special attention is taken so that 
people with very basic levels of balance, strength and mobility are 
able to evolve in their postural optimization with confidence and 
satisfaction.
In this class you will experience a selection of typical Yoga postures 
that are facilitated and enriched when performed with the T-BOW®.

Equipment required for practice: 1 T-BOW®.

Equipment required for practice: 1 T-BOW®
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TEACHERS

SANDRA BONACINA
Switzerland - University of Zurich 
ASVZ Academic Sports Association Zurich

Sandra Bonacina is a qualified Swiss physiotherapist since 1986, 
a qualified Swiss gym and sports coach since 1992. Since 1997, 
University teacher of Fitness and Physiotherapy Training at the 
Institute of Movement and Sports Sciences at ETHZ (Zurich 
University, Switzerland) and at the ASVZ Academic Sports 
Association of Zurich. International lecturer and presenter in 
multiple fitness topics such as Spinning, Toning, Stretching, Hip-

Hop, Fit-Ball, Aerobic, Jazz Dance; and in other training topics such Conditioning Training, Free 
Climbing and Snowboard. Sandra Bonacina had a good musical education and played different 
instruments as the flute and the organ; practiced Ballet, Jazz Dance and Street Dance; participated 
at international competitions of Aerobics (2 times Swiss Champion), Artistic Gymnastics, Rock 
and Roll and Acrobatic Shows; and was dancer in various international dance shows. 

Since 1997, foundation of the Fitness subject at the Faculty of Gym and Sport ETH, drawing 
up of lecture notes on various fitness topics, since 1994 assistant in the Gym subject postural 
physiotherapy at the ETH Zurich’s Institute of Sport Science. Since 1992, physio- and sport-
therapist, during 1997-1999 managed two big fitness clubs in Zurich. Experience in show business 
directing a circus and creating the choreographies of its dance performances. Since 2012 she is 
the coordinator of Body-Mind and T-BOW® programs at ASVZ.

Sandra Bonacina invented the T-BOW® in 1995 and developed it with Viktor Denoth at the Institute 
of Movement and Sports Sciences of the University of Zurich (Switzerland). She is the T-BOW® 
International Master Professor, designing and teaching the educational courses with T-BOW® 
since 2005.

Class: Best Uses of T-BOW® for Health and Fitness
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SALVATORE NOCERINO

IVAN FARRÉ-SÁNCHEZ

Italy - Palestra Universo • Move On Fitness Education

Spain - VECTUS Fitness Training

Salvatore Nocerino is an International Fitness Presenter from Italy, High 
Degree in Sport Sciences and in Sport Management, having presented 
his work in over 30 countries and collaborated as a teacher at the Naples 
University of Sports Sciences and Physical Education. As professional 
sportsman he is a former soccer player and body building world champion. 

Ivan is a former Aerobics competitor (5th at the 1996 World Championship, 1st 
and 2nd at the 1996 and 1997 Spanish Championship). Advanced education 
in dance and experience as a dancer. Ivan has been teacher of several fitness 
topics since 1996 (ANEF Barcelona Fitness Education). For almost 20 years he 
has been technical coordinator of fitness activities at Calfon Wellnes and taught 

He discovered his passion for group fitness training after having won the IBFA World Championship 
in 2002 and since then he dedicates himself to teach and lead workouts all around the globe.
Today Salvatore is master trainer educating fitness professionals; he has been athlete, trainer, 
instructor, group fitness manager, fitness director. Many of his programs are or have been distributed 
to hundreds of gyms in Europe. In more Salvatore is a Herbalife Nutrition & Revenge Sport Testimonial 
and he collaborates like presenter with NIKE.

Since 2012 Salvatore has been involved in the development of the T-BOW® in different fields of 
application, such as fitness training, postural training and group fitness classes. He also teaches 
and designs different T-BOW® courses focused on group fitness, Pilates and functional training, 
among others. 

group fitness and personal training. Since 2020 is co-director of VECTUS Fitness Training (Igualada, 
Barcelona), specialized in personal fitness training and small-group fitness.

Ivan teaches group fitness classes and personal training with the T-BOW® since 2007, is a T-BOW® 
Fitness teacher of different topics such as group fitness, fitness training and Yoga, and also has 
collaborated in the development of educational programs.

Class: T-BOW® Functional Training with Disc and Own Body

Class: T-BOW® Body Toning with T-Band
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ANCA SERBAN

HUGO PÉREZ-VIVAS

Romania - ASVZ Academic Sports Association Zurich

Argentina - T-BOW® Fitness

Anca is Graduated at the Music Academy Lucerne Switzerland, former concert 
pianist and currently piano teacher at Music School Zürich Unterland. Also, she 
is Graduated at the Dance Theater School Zürich, specialized in Cuban Dances. 
Certified in Classical Pilates Mat Basic to Advanced, Pilates T-BOW®, Hatha 
Yoga, Yoga for Pregnancy and Yoga T-BOW®. Teacher of Fitness and Dance for 
Seniors at ASVZ Academic Sports Association Zurich, Switzerland.

At ASVZ Anca teaches Pilates T-BOW® since 2014 and was the first to teach 
Yoga T-BOW® in 2019.

Hugo is a former competitor and choreographer of Sport Aerobics, fitness 
coach and personal trainer specialized in the use of Latin dances for health 
training programs, having exquisite skills for Reggaeton. Degree in movement 
sciences and physical education at the university of Córdoba (ARCIM, Argentina) 
and Personal Trainer by the American Council of Exercise. He is aerobics and 

reggaeton coach. Since 1991 has worked as a teacher of different topics of fitness and personal 
training for several companies (Reebok University, FEDA, AEMA, Fed. Madrileña de Gimnasia, Aerobic 
& Fitness, Mundo Salud), and for a decade was technical director of ANEF Madrid Fitness Education. 
Also, has worked as a manager and technical director of five fitness centers, consultant of health 
and wellness, and designing health programs for companies and gym boutique centers. Hugo has 
always combined all of his jobs teaching group fitness classes and doing personal training.

Since 2007 Hugo collaborates with T-BOW® Fitness in the development of educational programs and 
has taught many T-BOW® courses, on group fitness, postural training, personal training and Yoga. 
Further, he never stopped  teaching group fitness classes and personal training with the T-BOW®.

Class: Pilates T-BOW® 

Class: T-BOW® Total Fitness Workout
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MARCELO LASSO

MADELEINE PERK

Uruguay - Aerobic Fitness Club

Switzerland - ASVZ Academic Sports Association Zurich

Marcelo has a Degree in Human 
Movement Sciences at Clínica 
Fisio & Deporte Montevideo 
(Uruguay), specialized in 
Therapeutic Gymnastics and 

Madeleine Perk, a former Swiss synchronized swimmer, competed in many 
international championships before she reached the highlight of her sporting 
career in the 2000 summer Olympics in Sydney Australia.
From 2002-2008 she then performed in Cirque du Soleil’s “O”-Show in Las Vegas 
as a “Nage”-artist.

Class: T-BOW® Athletic Conditioning with Bag, 
Ball and Kettlebell

Class: T-BOW® Athletic Conditioning with Bag, Ball and Kettlebell

Training for Health. Former competitor of 
Bodybuilding and Fitness in Duo (IFBB). Teacher 
of Pilates Mat, Functional Pilates, Hydro-Pilates, 
Aerial Pilates and Hydro-Gymnastics (Institute 
of Physical Culture Aerobic Uruguay). He has 
extensive experience in personalized training for 
athletes, training for health-fitness, group fitness 
and postural gymnastics.

Marcelo started training on the T-BOW® to 
rehabilitate his injured knee in 2011. Since that 
time,  he has been developing experiences with 
the T-BOW® to train athletes, rehabilitate injures 
and teach several postural and group fitness 
classes. Marcelo is the coordinator T-BOW® 
teacher for courses on different topics in Central-
South America.

After returning to Zurich, she finished her master’s degree in sports physiology at the Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETH) and became a synchronized swimming coach and swim 
teacher. In 2013, she started working as a lecturer in the sports educations program at ETH Zurich. 
Besides educating PE teachers, she now teaches various classes in the academic sports association 
of Zurich (ASVZ) in the fields of swimming and group fitness. 

She has been working together with Sandra Bonacina for many years and is helping her educating 
new T-BOW® teachers and choreographing new T-BOW® programs.

ISABELA LACATUS
Romania - Move On 
Fitness Education
Isabela is former 
gymnast, multiple World 
and European in aerobic 
gymnastics, laureate 
of the Romanian Sport 

in 2002, 2004, 2006 - The champion best 
sportswoman - at the non-Olympic sports and 
Emeritus Master of Sport.
In present, Isabela is Fitness program director 
and Move On Master Trainer and aerobic 
instructor with great experiences for the best 
gym chain in Romania, World Class. She is 
responsible for the aerobics and stretching 
course and takes care of the programs details, 
the adaptation and sharing of content with 
colleagues. Isa was also the first Bosu and 
3D-Xtreme by Bosu Master Trainer in Romania 
and from that point she start to create and 
develop different workshops.
Isabela has been investigating and developing 
training programs with the T-BOW® applying 
the concepts of natural move sequences.

Class: Natural Move on the T-BOW®
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BRENDA FIORI-CARLONI
Argentina - YES YOU FIT
Brenda is a former aerobics competitor (Argentina Champion, individual and 
duo), dancer and choreographer, coach and choreographer of children and 
young competitors of Dance and Hip-Hop. Degree in Movement Sciences and 
Degree in Teaching Physical Education at the university of Córdoba (ARCIM, 
Argentina). Instructor of Pilates and Dance (Reebook Sports). She has been 

director and coach of several fitness centers (Quality Gym and Water, Holyday Gym, Fitness First, 
Vitaminica Sport and Nutrition), and at present she is a development director in YES YOU FIT. Brenda 
is specialist in management of sport and fitness-wellness clubs, sport-fitness programs for children 
and Mindfulness.

Since 2007 Brenda has been teaching group fitness classes and personal training with the T-BOW®. 
She has been teaching different T-BOW® fitness courses and also has developed programs of dance 
skills on the T-BOW® for children.

Class: Natural Move on the T-BOW®

F. XAVIER GARCÍA-NAVARRO
Spain - Ganesh School
Xavi is Graduated in Human Movement and Sports Sciences at Barcelona 
University, with a specialization in Olympic Wrestling Sports (1996-2001). 
Taekwondo Black Belt 6th Dan (Chodokwan Barcelona, 1992) and National Master 
of Taekwondo.  Hankido Black Belt 2nd Dan (Masters Heo Hin Hwan & Kim Man 
Yu, 1996) and Hapkido Black Belt Jin Jung Kwan. Judo Black Belt & National 

Class: Yoga T-BOW® 

Judo Master (Masters Cesar Paez & Wolfgan Simon, 2001). Instructor of La Canne -Fencing with 
cane- (Master Pawel Rouba, 1998); three years of Kali & fencing with Sifu Santi Pascual (1990/93). 
Yoga teacher, with several educational stages in India. Creator & master of Totsival (system of self-
defence). Technical director of Catalonia Martial Arts Federation and coordinator of Martial Arts 
at EEB Sport Training Barcelona. With more than 30 years of experience teaching-training Martial 
Arts and Yoga, he is the director and teacher of Ganesh School of Martial Arts and Body-Mind 
Gymnastics.

Xavi has been using the T-BOW® for enriching acrobatic and martial arts skills of children and 
athletes since 2009. He also investigated the applicability of the T-BOW® for postural optimization 
and created the Yoga T-BOW®, whose first course was organized in 2018 at the University of Zurich.
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REGISTRATION
Registration to the event can be done as an individual or as a team (for Gyms). 
Therefore, all teachers of a Gym can follow the classes and also different group of clients can also be 
invited to participate. The Gym can offer the classes in different rooms since it will be provided with as 
many email connections as necessary.

Individual registration: 

• Two people can participate in all classes. 
• Google Meet invitations for one email.

Team-Gym registration: 

• There is no limit of people that can participate in all classes. 
• Google Meet invitations for as many emails as needed.

PROMOTIONAL PRICES • Regular Registration

- 25 Euros (Individual) 

- 90 Euros (Gym - for all teachers and clients)
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EARLY BOOKING • Before September 15, 2020

• 15 Euros (Individual) 
• 70 Euros (Gym - for all teachers and clients)

Registration process: 

1. Make the payment for Individual or Gym (check below the 
methods).

2. Email to info@t-bow.net with the following information: 

• Name of the Individual or Gym.
• Email/s desired for Google Meet Connection.
• Proof of payment.

PLACES ARE LIMITED!

PAYMENT METHODS

SPECIAL 15% DISCOUNT ON THE PURCHASE OF T-BOW®

Make the payment to T-BOW® Fitness through a transfer to 
the bank or PayPal account listed below:

Transfer Wise Account T-BOW® Fitness
IBAN: BE73 9670 2323 1260
Bank code (SWIFT / BIC): TRWIBEB1XXX

PayPal Account T-BOW® Fitness
info@t-bow.net

When you make the transfer, indicate: your NAME (individual 
registration) or the name of the GYM (Team-Gym registration) 
and in the concept section put: “T-BOW DAY 2020”.

All participants will have a special 15% 
discount on the purchase of T-BOW® products 
once registered for the event, and up to one 
month after the event. 

Regular discount: 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% from 
6, 11, 21 and 41 units, respectively (the special 
15% discount applies up to 20 units)

ventas@t-bow.net 

+34  933571734

Delegation in Barcelona of International 
T-BOW® Switzerland
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ON LIVE CLASSES WITH GOOGLE MEET
All classes will be held live through Google Meet.

Each participant, individual or gym, will receive 10 invitations to 
Google Meet  by email, one for each class of the event (on Sep-
tember 16 for Early Booking and on October 6 for Regular Regis-
tration). Gmail users will also find the invitations for the classes in 
their Google Calendar.

If you do not receive the invitations, remember to check your 
spam. If you still have not received the invitations, contact us.

Access Google Meet through your computer, tablet or mobile, with 
a stable Wi-Fi connection.

In case of any connection problem during the classes, you can 
contact us (email or phone) and we will do our best to help you 
solve the issue.

Connection Test to Google Meet

Friday, October 9, 2020, 3 to 4 pm • European Summer Time • 
Zurich (UTC/GMT+2)

Participants who want to test the connection to Google Meet will 
be able to make it on Friday, October 9, 2020, from 3 to 4 pm. An 
invitation will be sent to all registered participants.

DATES TO REMEMBER
• September 14, 2020: last day for Early Booking.
• September 16, 2020: invitations to Google Meet 

will be sent for Early Booking.
• October 5, 2020: finishes Regular Registration.
• October 6, 2020:  invitations to Google Meet will be 

sent for Regular Registration.
• October 9, 2020, 3-4 pm: connection test to Google 

Meet.
• October 10, 2020: International T-BOW® Fitness 

Day.
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CONTACT
Info and registration: www.t-bow.net 

info@t-bow.net 

+34  933571734

T-BOW® Fitness
Delegation in Barcelona of International T-BOW® Switzerland

http://www.t-bow.net 
http://info@t-bow.net 
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ACADEMIC SPORTS ASSOCIATION ZURICH • SWITZERLAND
www.asvz.ch

http://www.asvz.ch
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UNIVERSO PALESTRA • ITALY
www.palestrauniverso.it

MOVE ON FITNESS EDUCATION
www.moveon-fitness.com

http://www.palestrauniverso.it 
http://www.moveon-fitness.com
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YOGA T-BOW®
www.t-bowyoga.com

ESCOLA GANESH
www.escolaganesh.com

REVENGE SPORT
www.r-evenge.com

http://www.t-bowyoga.com
http://www.escolaganesh.com
http://www.r-evenge.com
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T-BOW® FITNESS
www.t-bow.net

T-BOW® INTERNATIONAL SWITZERLAND

http://www.t-bow.net

